The use of 3-letter codons in mRNA means that 64 possible codons encode a pool of 20 amino acids and translation stop signals. This has led to degeneracy in the genetic code, where multiple codons code for a single amino acid. These synonymous codons are recognized distinctly by the ribosome; in this context, 'codon optimality' refers to the non-uniform decoding rate of each of the 61 amino-acid encoding codons by the ribosome. Codon optimality is a function of the stochastic nature of ribosome decoding and the variability of tRNA concentrations. Because of the stochastic recognition of the codon within the ribosome A-site by tRNAs, a codon can be defined (in broad terms) as optimal or non-optimal depending on how efficiently the appropriate cognate tRNA can be selected from the cytoplasmic pool of tRNAs (tRNA pool). Additionally, as codon optimality can be a power ful determinant of translation rates, genomes are seen as having an inherent codon bias. Codon bias, or the propensity for some codons to be disproportionately represented in the transcriptome, is, in part, shaped by codon optimality and is widespread throughout multiple domains of life. Codon bias correlates with tRNA levels in Escherichia coli . Codons with strong bias, corresponding to enriched tRNA species, are preferentially found in highly expressed genes [6] [7] [8] [9] . The functional relevance of codon optimality to the speed of ribosome translation remains a topic of intense debate, which has been extensively reviewed elsewhere [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Although much of the debate on codon optimality has centred around the influence of codon content on translation efficiency, a substantial body of evidence indicates that codon usage can also influence protein folding and translation fidelity. More recently, codon optimality has been shown to be a power ful determinant of mRNA stability in addition to the translation elongation rate [16] [17] [18] . Codon usage may also be constrained by factors that are independent of any translational effect, including the need to avoid similarity to functionally important RNA motifs that may interfere with mRNA processing and translation when located in the open reading frame (ORF), like the Shine-Dalgarno sequence 19 , although these effects probably contribute little to ribosome pausing in general 20 . The need for proper and unambiguous encoding of splice sites also places a major constraint on codon usage 11 , as do several evolutionarily neutral factors that influence codon bias in the transcriptome but that are not thought to have any effect on mRNA processing. The GC content of the transcriptome largely matches that of the non-coding genome 21 . GC-rich areas are more prone to homologous recombination, leading to biased gene conversion, which increases the GC content across transcripts 22 and which affects estimates of codon bias because GC-rich codons will tend to be over-represented in ORFs, especially in higher organisms 13 . However, we are more interested in the extent to which codon usage can have an impact on the dynamic control of gene Ribosome A-site
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The part of the ribosome where the amino acid-charged tRNA complex initially binds and is recognized by the mRNA codon triplet.
Open reading frame (ORF) . The portion of a transcript with the potential to be translated and yield a protein; it is flanked by a start codon (AUG) and a stop codon (UAG, UAA or UGA).
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Abstract | The advent of ribosome profiling and other tools to probe mRNA translation has revealed that codon bias -the uneven use of synonymous codons in the transcriptome -serves as a secondary genetic code: a code that guides the efficiency of protein production, the fidelity of translation and the metabolism of mRNAs. Recent advancements in our understanding of mRNA decay have revealed a tight coupling between ribosome dynamics and the stability of mRNA transcripts; this coupling integrates codon bias into the concept of codon optimality, or the effects that specific codons and tRNA concentrations have on the efficiency and fidelity of the translation machinery. In this Review, we first discuss the evidence for codon-dependent effects on translation, beginning with the basic mechanisms through which translation perturbation can affect translation efficiency, protein folding and transcript stability. We then discuss how codon effects are leveraged by the cell to tailor the proteome to maintain homeostasis, execute specific gene expression programmes of growth or differentiation and optimize the efficiency of protein production.
T R A N S L AT I O N A N D P R OT E I N Q U A L I T Y C O N T R O L
tRNA adaptation index (tAI) . A normalized measure of how well a codon or a set of codons is adapted to the cellular tRNA pool.
Ribonucleoprotein (RNP) . RNA in association with its binding proteins. In the context of polysome analysis, this excludes the ribosome.
80S
The fully assembled eukaryotic ribosome, named after its sedimentation coefficient. In the context of polysome analysis, this is taken to include the associated mRNA.
Polysome
A complex of mRNA and two or more ribosomes. In polysome analysis, the polysome fraction is often further divided into sub-fractions based on sedimentation rate, with faster sedimentation rates corresponding to mRNAs with more ribosomes. expression in cells, tissues and developmental stages, and we contrast this with prevailing notions of codon bias as a static entity that operates on evolutionary timescales to fine-tune gene expression.
In this Review, we first discuss the experimental and bioinformatics evidence for codon-dependent effects on translation and on mRNA abundance. We then discuss the functional consequences that arise from the interplay between tRNA pool levels, ribosomes and codon usage, including effects on translation efficiency, protein folding and mRNA stability. Recent advances in our understanding of the molecular machinery that underlies codon effects on translation allow us to shed new light on the long-standing debate over the causes, regulation and consequences of codon effects, with a greater understanding of the relevance of codon biology to cellular homeostasis and disease.
Codons affect translation elongation
For over 20 years, it was assumed that different codons were translated at different speeds. Through the use of a radio-labelled amino acid incorporation assay, it was shown that codon identity could affect the translation elongation rate 23 . Per-codon elongation rates are crucially dependent on the tRNA pool, as the ribosome will be forced to wait longer for a rare cognate tRNA to enter the ribosome A-site 24 , and the process of sampling and rejecting near-cognate tRNA species imposes a substantial kinetic cost to elongation in cases where the cognate tRNA species is rare compared with near-cognate tRNAs 25 . Although this process is thought to represent the major tRNA-dependent cost to elongation, the tRNAs that are efficiently discriminated from near-cognate species tend to be the most abundant; therefore, we will generally mention tRNA abundance without qualification when discussing the link between the tRNA pool and codon-dependent translation effects.
With the advent of ribosome profiling, it became possible to assess ribosome occupancy across the entire transcriptome and to estimate the relative density of ribosomes over specific codons within the ribosome A-site 26 . If ribosomes do traverse optimal codons more rapidly, then it would be expected that ribosomes would be less abundant where the ribosome A-site is positioned over optimal codons, and this hypothesis was tested in the very first ribosome profiling paper 27 . Surprisingly, in cells pretreated with the translation elongation inhibitor cycloheximide, no clear correlation was found between tRNA abundance and codon-level ribosome density, and this counter-intuitive finding was replicated in other ribosome profiling experiments 28 . However, a recent re-analysis of 24 ribosome profiling data sets in yeast showed very elegantly that pretreatment with cycloheximide did not instantly freeze ribosomes in place on an mRNA but instead allowed limited ribosome translocation to continue, thereby distorting ribosome occupancy estimates 29, 30 . In ribosome profiling experiments conducted without cycloheximide pretreatment, there is a clear inverse relationship between tRNA abundance and ribosome occupancy, showing that ribosomes spend less time at optimal codons 29, [31] [32] [33] . The exact correlation between tRNA abundance and ribosome occupancy is generally modest and varies considerably between ribosome profiling experiments in yeast, with different profiling experiments showing that tRNA abundance as captured by the tRNA adaptation index (tAI) accounts for between 5% and 25% of the variance in average per-codon ribosome densities. Cycloheximide-free ribosome profiling data sets in metazoans have not yet been analysed for codon effects, making it difficult to extend this analysis beyond yeast. Nevertheless, ribosome profiling in E. coli also failed to show a significant effect of codon bias on ribosome occupancy 19 . Additional evidence for the effect of codon content on translation elongation rates can be found in emerging methods for monitoring translation in real time 34, 35 . In a cell-free translation system, a codon-optimized 1.6 kb-long mRNA was shown to complete translation 1.5 minutes faster than a non-optimized control 36 . More recently, a fluorescent-tagged, intra cellular antibody co-expressed with an epitope-bearing protein was used to monitor the translation of single mRNAs in real time in mammalian cells. The analysis revealed that the translation rate of codon-optimized mRNAs is 4.9 codons per second, whereas that of non-optimized mRNAs is 3.1 codons per second, an increase of 58% (REF. 37 ). These results are supported by ribosome runoff experiments, where translation initiation is inhibite d and where mRNAs are fractionated by sucrose gradient into ribo nucleoprotein (RNP)-, 80S-and polysome-associated pools. Transcripts in the RNP complex fractions are not associated with the translation machinery, whereas transcripts in the 80S and polysome fractions are associated with one or multiple ribosomes, respectively, indicating that they are likely to be actively translated. Following a block of ribosomal initiation, mRNAs with more optimal codons leave the polysome and 80S fractions and appear in the RNP fractions much faster than their non-optimal counterparts, indicating that ribosomes move off these transcripts more rapidly 16 . Thus, although the exact codon-to-codon effect on translation elongation remains to be quantitatively defined, a growing body of evidence suggests that synony mous codon usage can have a substantial influence on protein synthesis rates.
Translation efficiency
The striking impact of codon optimality on the expression levels of genes in heterologous systems led to the hypothesis that codon bias could influence translation efficiency, or the total number of protein molecules prod uced per transcript in a given time 1 . This hypothesis is bolstered by the observation that codon bias is often more pronounced in highly expressed genes and that evolutionary conservation of codon bias is more marked in these genes 7, [38] [39] [40] [41] . Although it is clear that codon optimiza tion has a profound effect on gene expression in a host of different heterologous gene expression systems 42, 43 , the evidence for a substantial relationship between codon content and translation efficiency in endogenous genes is often contradictory.
Shotgun proteomics
A method for assaying the identities and quantities of proteins within a complex protein mixture using high-performance liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS).
Coding DNA sequence (CDS) . The portion of a gene or transcript that is translated in the cell to yield a functional protein.
With the advent of high-throughput proteomics, it became clear that the relationship between mRNA and protein expression levels was far from perfect, suggesting that post-transcriptional regulation is important for tuning protein output. In early proteomic experiments, codon bias was implicated as a major factor determining protein levels in E. coli 44 and yeast 45 , but it has been unclear to what extent translation efficiency linked codon bias to protein levels, as neither of the early studies looked at protein:mRNA ratios as a measure of translation efficiency. Early shotgun proteomics experiments coupled with microarray-based mRNA expression analyses allowed us to assess this link and revealed that codon bias correlated very poorly with translation efficiency in E. coli 46 , S. cerevisiae 47 and a human cell line 48 . These findings were confirmed by a study of large sets of GFP constructs with varying codon content, which found that codon optimality did not contribute to variation in protein levels 49, 50 . However, re-analysis correcting for RNA folding energy revealed a modest correlation between the codon bias of a GFP gene and its translation efficiency. Furthermore, a much weaker though significant relationship between codon bias and translation efficiency was uncovered in S. cerevisiae 51 .
Much of the difficulty in parsing the effect of codon bias on translation efficiency comes from the plethora of other factors that may influence codon usage. The folding energy of mRNAs has a marked impact on translation efficiency, especially near the start codon, as more stable RNA secondary structures require more energy to unfold before translation initiation 49, 52, 53 . In E. coli, non-optimal codons are associated with decreased folding energy because they tend to be AT-rich compared with their optimal counterparts and are therefore associated with increased translation efficiency when located near the 5ʹ end of the coding DNA sequence (CDS) 50 . This suggests that codon optimality must be balanced against the need for lax secondary structure at the 5ʹ end of the CDS in order to maximize translation efficiency, and this may confound the impact of codons on translation efficiency 51 , although it is important to note that the folding energy of secondary structures is insufficient to explain the link between codon bias and ribosome elongation rates 36 . Direct in vivo measurements of translation rates 37, 54, 55 and computer simulations of ribosome initiation and elongation 56 demonstrated that translation initiation is generally the rate-limiting step in protein synthesis. If initiation is rate-limiting, then any change in elongation rates will simply lead to faster ribosome runoff, and not to any change in the rate of protein production per molecule of mRNA. Slow initiation is necessary to ensure that mRNAs do not become crowded with ribosomes, which can result in ribosome collisions and other events that decrease the efficiency of translation 57, 58 . If initiation is rate-limiting, then the apparent link between codon content and translation efficiency indicates a coupling of elongation and initiation. Any slowing of ribosomes over non-optimal codons may propagate back to other ribosomes on the same transcript, affecting initiation by decreasing the rate at which ribosomes can move off from the initiation site of a message 58, 59 . In keeping with this hypothesis, codon bias can influence translation efficiency in yeast, and the inclusion of as few as eight non-optimal codons near the 5ʹ end of the CDS is sufficient to produce a significant decrease in protein expression, and the inclusion of a large non-optimal stretch in the 3ʹ part of a gene can also produce a marked decrease in protein production, consistent with a model of ribosomes crowding behind non-optimal codon sequences and interfering with initi ation 60 (FIG. 1a) . These findings are consistent with previous work in E. coli showing that the capacity of a non-optimal codon to decrease protein production was dependent on its position near the 5ʹ end of a CDS 61 . There is also evidence from simulations of translation dynamics that transcripts that contain stretches of non-optimal codons have a codon-imposed upper limit on their achievable translation efficiency, whereas translation efficiency is solely a function of initiation rate for transcripts that are not constrained by non-optimal codon content 62 .
The abundance of tRNAs is not the only factor that influences ribosome elongation dynamics. The tRNA pool is complex, and the concentration of a tRNA species relative to its near-cognate tRNAs can also influence ribosome dynamics, as the ribosome slowly samples, proofreads and rejects more of the tRNA pool before incorporating the correct tRNA species 25 (FIG. 1b) .
Another key influence on ribosome elongation is wobble (non-Watson-Crick) base pairing between the first (5ʹ) base of the tRNA anticodon and the third (3ʹ) base of the mRNA codon. Wobble base pairing arises when a codon lacks a cognate tRNA and must be decoded by a synonymous tRNA species or when a tRNA undergoes a modification at the first position of the anticodon (FIG. 1c) . These wobble interactions are relatively unfavourable compared with Watson-Crick base pairing 63 , are consistently found to be under-represented in coding sequences 64, 65 and show high levels of ribosome A-site occupancy in ribosome profiling experiments 33 , indicating that ribosomes tend to move very slowly off these codons.
It is also noteworthy that a narrow focus on individual codons is misleading, as the sequence and amino acid context of a codon in the A-site of a ribosome will modify the effect of that codon on elongation dynamics. The ribosome does not interact with one codon at a time, and there is strong evidence to suggest that codon pairs act synergistically to slow ribosome movement 66 (FIG. 1d) .
The codon pairs that influence translation generally involve at least one codon that interacts with its cognate tRNA via a wobble interaction, and when sub optimal codons occur together, they can destabilize protein prod uction 66, 67 . The emerging emphasis on non-optimal codon doublets underscores the importance of considering codons in the context of their surroundings. It is also important to consider the amino acid identity of a codon and that of the preceding codons, as this can have a profound effect on translation dynamics not only at the A-site 68, 69 but also at the exit tunnel of the ribosome [70] [71] [72] [73] , giving rise to the concept of optimal and non-optimal amino acids 9 .
Protein folding Several lines of evidence suggest that suboptimal codons can be used to slow translation at key structural motifs in order to facilitate proper protein folding (FIG. 2) . The idea that co-translational polypeptide folding is dictated in part by the rate of protein synthesis is long-standing 74 , and early analysis of codon usage around protein structural elements showed that codon usage was likely to be an important contributor to slowing protein synthesis to allow for proper folding 75 . Experiments in E. coli showed that replacing rare codons with optimal codons increased overall protein production; however, these substitutions also increased protein misfolding, as assessed by different assays 76, 77 , including protein solubility assays, where effects were seen with as few as two synonymous codon substitutions 78 . More recently, nuclear magnetic resonance was used to directly probe the structures of proteins produced by altered codon usage, revealing clear changes in protein conformational states of proteins translated from mRNAs with differing codon content, in addition to changes in cysteine oxidation and in vitro protein stability 79 .
Increasing the concentration of rare tRNAs resulted in increased protein misfolding, underlining the importance of cognate tRNA concentrations to protein folding 77 . Moreover, a Neurospora crassa cell-free translation system was used to show that although a codon-optimized luciferase mRNA completed translation elong ation more rapidly than the wild-type mRNA and prod uced more protein, a large proportion of the protein was non-functional, and thus the accumulation of functional protein was much slower using the optimized transcript 36 . Optimization of 200 codons encoding a key luciferase structural domain was sufficient to produce the nonfunctional protein, indicating that the use of slow codons in this key region is necessary for the proper folding of the protein. Applying this principle in the opposite direction, it was also shown that transgene protein misfolding can be minimized by replacing some optimal codons with less optimal codons at key structural positions 80 . Bioinformatics analysis of codon usage near protein secondary and tertiary structures has supported these results 33, 81, 82 , suggesting that non-optimal codons are to allow the assembly of the 80S ribosome from its 40S and 60S subunits over the start codon. Stretches of non-optimal codons (red; bottom) can slow ribosome translocation as the ribosomes wait for a rare cognate tRNA. The non-optimal codon stretch can create ribosome crowding that can eventually result in the formation of a queue that, should it stretch back far enough, could inhibit translation initiation, thereby modulating the overall rate of protein production per transcript, or translation efficiency 61 . Thus, although translation initiation may be the rate-limiting step for the majority of transcripts 56 , non-optimal codons can still modulate translation efficiency by directly influencing initiation 60 . b-d | Representation of the modes through which ribosome elongation can be slowed in a codondependent manner. When the codon-cognate tRNA species (blue) is rare in the tRNA pool or in low abundance relative to near-cognate tRNA species (yellow), slow translation can result owing to the increased time required until the correct codon is successfully bound by the ribosome and accommodated, as shown in part b. Part c shows that codons that must be decoded by tRNA species that do not form canonical Watson-Crick base pairs at the third position of the codon will often cause a slowing of the ribosome, due to the increased time required to incorporate wobble tRNAs. Two common wobble interactions in yeast are shown, with a G-U wobble interaction in the decoding of the non-optimal Leu codon CUG and a hypoxanthine (I) modification at the wobble position in the tRNA that decodes the non-optimal Arg codon CGA. We contrast these with traditional WatsonCrick base pairs (on the right-hand side), which are associated with more efficient translation. Part d shows that non-optimal codon doublets are associated with the capacity to induce ribosome slowing to a degree greater than the sum of their parts 66 . PP, polypeptide.
Missense translation errors
The incorporation of an incorrect amino acid into a protein due to the accommodation of a non-cognate tRNA species during translation.
Codon adaptation index
(CAI). A measure of the extent to which a transcript is biased towards the use of codons enriched in the transcriptome as a whole, over less commonly used synonymous codons.
widely used to promote co-translational folding and that we can generalize the principle from the handful of genes that have been systemically studied. These analyses also show us that optimal and non-optimal codons cluster at different locations in mRNAs to maximize translation fidelity and efficiency. In E. coli, regions of non-optimal codons were located immediately downstream of structural domains in the majority of genes surveyed 83 , and non-optimal codons may be more associ ated with secondary structures 84, 85 . Ribosomes tend to move less rapidly over mRNA regions that encode linkers of structural domains, further underlining the connection between codon usage, ribosome translation rates and successful folding of newly synthesized domains without interference from downstream amino acid sequences 33 .
Other studies have fitted these findings into a more nuanced picture of conserved codon usage that is associ ated with a host of structural features 81 . Although non-optimal codons are clustered in protein domain linker regions, highly conserved regions of mRNAs associ ated with key residues of structural domains show a trend towards increased codon optimality 82, [86] [87] [88] (FIG. 2) , suggesting that codons with minimal mistranslation rates were selected for at sites where a mistranslation event would be most likely to result in a dysfunctional protein 87 . This is consistent with evidence that codons that are considered optimal are much less prone to mistranslation than their non-optimal counterparts [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] , although codon effects on missense translation errors are more sensitive to the cognate:near-cognate tRNA ratio than to tRNA abundance per se 94 , as near-cognate codons of high abundance will necessarily compete with the cognate codon for incorporation 95 . Underscoring the importance of codon usage in preventing errors in protein production, it was shown that proteins that are most prone to misfolding but that cannot rely on a chaper one system to ensure their proper folding were those with the greatest degree of optimal codon enrichment at structurally conserved sites 96 , suggesting that codon bias functions in parallel with chaperones to minimize protein misfolding. The tendency for optimal codon usage is also more pronounced in genes for which the consequences of a translation error would be more energetically costly to the cell, for example, long ORFs, which require more energy for protein synthesis 86 . The research linking codon optimality and protein folding discussed above shows that both non-optimal and optimal codons seem to be involved in ensuring that protein products behave appropriately. These mechanisms need not be mutually exclusive, with optimal codons selected for at sites where mistranslation is most costly and non-optimal codons selected for downstream of domains where failure of co-translational folding is most costly. Non-optimal codons may also be implicated in maintaining other aspects of protein biogenesis, such as discouraging the formation of insoluble polypeptide intermediates and protein aggregates 97 or modulating the ability of the polypeptide to form heli cal structures within the ribosomal exit tunnel, as reviewed elsewhere [98] [99] [100] [101] .
Codon usage controls mRNA stability In yeast, transcript half-lives vary considerably, from under a minute to over an hour 16, 102 . Although factors that contribute to mRNA stability or decay have been identified for many transcripts, including microRNAs 103, 104 and structural elements in the 3ʹ or 5ʹ untranslated regions [105] [106] [107] , much of the observed variation in transcript stability remains unexplained. The introduction of rare codons into a small subset of genes leads to a marked decrease in mRNA stability, suggesting a link between translation dynamics and mRNA decay [108] [109] [110] [111] . However, early transcriptome-wide analyses of mRNA decay in yeast failed to yield a clear link between the codon adaptation index (CAI) of a transcript and its half-life 102, 112 . To re-evaluate the role of codon usage in dictating mRNA stability, a heat-sensitive allele of RNA Pol II was used to drive transcription shut-off followed by measurements of transcript abundance using high-throughput sequencing at specific time points after the cessation of transcription 16 . Rather than relying on existing measures of codon bias, the contribution of each codon to mRNA stability was independently assessed. The analysis revealed that many codons are preferentially enriched in stable transcripts, whereas others are associated with unstable transcripts. The link between codon frequency and transcript stability is expressed as the codon stability coefficient (CSC), defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient between codon frequency in a transcript and A stretch of non-optimal codons (red line; top) in an inter-domain linker region can slow translation elongation to allow proper folding of the emerging polypeptide into a functional protein domain 36, 76, 85 . When codon optimality is high in this region (green line; bottom), protein misfolding can occur. Conversely, ribosomes quickly translate optimal codons (green boxes; top) 81, 86, 87 , which often encode highly conserved residues (marked in yellow). Optimal codons are less prone to reading errors because they correspond to tRNA species with a high cognate:near-cognate tRNA ratio 94 , thereby ensuring high translation fidelity of the most functionally important residues. When important amino acids are encoded by non-optimal codons (red boxes; bottom), missense errors are more likely to occur during translation. the half-life of the transcript. The per-codon CSC values calculated in yeast correlated well with the tAI, which is a measure of how efficiently a codon will be translated given the tRNA pool of a cell 2 . Furthermore, altering the codon optimality of a transcript could increase or decrease its stability by as much as tenfold, and decreasing the codon optimality of a gene construct could decrease ribosome elongation rates, as well as overall translation efficiency 16 . A relationship between codon content and mRNA stability has since been uncovered in E. coli 113 , Schizo saccharomyces pombe 17 and zebrafish 9, 114 , as well as in human, mouse and rat cell lines (S. Martin, G.H., N. Al-Husaini and J.C., unpublished observations), suggesting that codon usage represents a conserved mechanism for directly encoding mRNA stability.
Similarly to translation efficiency and protein folding accuracy, the ability of synonymous codon usage to affect the dynamics of translating ribosomes ultimately underpins the effect of codon optimality on mRNA stabil ity. In budding yeast, the DEAD-box helicase Dhh1 is neces sary for the influence of codon optimality on mRNA stabil ity, and Dhh1 preferentially associates with mRNAs enriched in non-optimal codons (FIG. 3) . This association is mediated by the number of slow-moving ribosomes on a transcript, and it appears that Dhh1 may preferentially bind to these slow-moving ribosomes, thereby triggering mRNA decay 18 .
The polarity of codon effects Codon optimality can influence a variety of cellular processes, including protein output and mRNA stability. Highly expressed genes may leverage optimal codon content to maximize protein output, thereby minimizing the waste of energy and the cytotoxicity associated with mistranslated proteins, or to decrease transcript turnover. The extent to which a particular transcript can leverage synonymous codons to gain some but not all of these advantages is currently unknown, but the data presented thus far suggest that codon effects are dependent on the location of optimal or non-optimal codon stretches within the ORF. We have discussed above how optimal codons can have a beneficial effect on protein folding if they are located at highly conserved, structurally and functionally important domains 87 , whereas they are deleterious to co-translational folding when they enable the rapid synthesis of polypeptides located downstream of such domains 83 . The effect of synonymous codon choice on translation efficiency involves a highly contextdependent and complex inter dependence between translation elongation and initiation; the experimental evidence shows that codon effects on translation efficiency are most potent near the 5ʹ end of a transcript 60, 61 , whereas non-optimal codons have the greatest capacity to decrease mRNA stability near the 3ʹ end of a transcript 18 (FIG. 3) . This apparent polarity of codon effects suggests that codon optimization can be used to independently fine-tune unrelated aspects of gene expression, depending on where in a transcript the optimal or non-optimal codons occur 62 , thus increasing the functional utility of the synonymous codon spectrum to a cell.
Functional relevance
Codon optimality helps to coordinate the expression patterns of functionally related genes. The expression levels of interacting proteins are much more closely matched than their encoding mRNAs 115 , but functionally related mRNAs often have very similar patterns of codon usage 116 , and they decay at similar rates 16, 102 . In yeast, enzymes involved in glycolysis are uniformly enriched in high-optimality codons. This pattern of codon usage may reflect the need of the cell to maintain high levels of metabolically important enzymes, such as those involved in glycolysis, by stabilizing transcripts and/or maximizing protein yield per mRNA. However, proteins involved in transient responses to stimuli, such as the phero mone response, are enriched in non-optimal codons (FIG. 4) . This may reflect selective pressure to keep the levels of such regulatory gene products low, and the instability conveyed by high levels of non-optimal codon content helps to ensure that responses to transient stimuli can be quickly curtailed when the stimulus is withdrawn. One well-established example of this is the clock genes, which control circadian rhythms in various organisms, including in cyanobacteria 117 and Neurospora crassa 118 . In both organisms, the clock genes are markedly deficient in optimal codons, and their non-optimality is crucial for their ability to drive circadian rhythms.
The evidence thus indicates that codon bias has the capacity to ensure that genes requiring consistently high levels of expression give rise to highly stable mRNAs that produce proteins efficiently and accurately, whereas genes that generally require low expression levels give rise to unstable mRNAs that produce proteins less efficiently. However, gene expression requirements change as tissues develop and differentiate. If the set of optimal codons is static as the cell develops and responds to stimuli, then codon optimization is necessarily limited to a baseline optimization of gene expression that would not interfere with the changing demands of the cell. In budding yeast, fast translation over optimal codons (green) is coupled with high mRNA stability. The slowing of ribosomes over non-optimal codons (red) recruits the DEAD-box helicase and decapping activator Dhh1 to the ribonucleoprotein, thereby initiating mRNA decay 18 . The polarity of the effect of the association of Dhh1 with the ribosome is emphasized, as stretches of non-optimal codons at the 3ʹ region of transcripts appear to induce mRNA decay more robustly. This would necessarily limit the utility of differential codon usage, and it is therefore unsurprising that genes with similar expression patterns across tissues and environmental conditions tend to have similar codon biases 119, 120 . That is, genes that are expressed together tend to have similar codon compositions. We have discussed above how tRNA concentrations mediate the relationship between codon usage and ribosome dynamics; this has led to the hypothesis that tRNA concentrations can be dynamically regulated to alter gene expression in a tissue-specific manner [121] [122] [123] .
Changes in tRNA pools help to maintain cellular homeo stasis. Perhaps the best characterized example of the influence of tRNA pools on gene expression is the cellular response to amino acid scarcity. In E. coli, the amino acid leucine is decoded by six different isoacceptor tRNAs, and the cognate codons for leucine show marked codon bias. The charged population of optimal tRNA species decoding leucine markedly declines in conditions of leucine starvation, whereas the charged pool of non-optimal leucine tRNAs remains relatively constant 124 ; these findings were extended to several other sets of amino acid isoacceptor tRNAs 125 . This change in tRNA expression levels effectively switches codon optimality and favours the expression of previously nonoptimal transcripts. Among the transcripts favoured in amino acid-depleted conditions are those responsible for amino acid biosynthesis and protein recycling. Thus, although numerous changes in transcription and translation do occur to maintain homeostasis in the face of amino acid deprivation, the tRNA pool can change dynamically in response to environ mental stresses to adapt to the translational needs of the mRNAs required to restore homeostasis 126 (FIG. 5a) . In human embryonic kidney cells, charged tRNA pools are altered in response to amino acid starvation to favour the translation of mRNAs involved in protein recycling by the ubiquitinproteasome pathway, suggesting that adaptation of tRNA pools to the translational demands of proteins involved in homeostasis is conserved across multiple domains of life 127 . tRNAs are subject to a wide array of post-transcriptional modifications, many of which are required for accurate and efficient translation 128, 129 , , and the colour on the right corresponds to the codon content, which is defined as the percentage of optimal codons in the transcript. Codon optimality was determined by tRNA adaptation index (tAI) values calculated in yeast 2 , and codons with corresponding tAI values greater than the median were considered optimal. Part a shows a simplified representation of the glycolysis and gluconeogenesis enzymes, as well as enzymes of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle; metabolic intermediates were omitted for clarity.
Most enzymes are encoded by highly stable transcripts with a high proportion of optimal codons, underscoring the importance of this fundamental pathway in cell growth and survival. By contrast, part b shows that transcripts encoding proteins involved in the mating pheromone response pathway are remarkably unstable and depleted of optimal codons, which is consistent with the transient nature of this response. c | Codon optimality and median mRNA half-life for a number of gene ontology terms, showing that genes with similar functions (for example, in pheromone response, glycolysis and tRNA modification) or that encode components of a large cellular apparatus (including the ribosome (RPL and RPS genes), the mitochondrial ribosome (MRP genes) or the small subunit processome (SSU genes)), tend to share similar codon optimality profiles. RPL, large subunit ribosomal proteins; RPS, small subunit ribosomal proteins. Part c is reproduced with permission from REF. 16 , Elsevier.
but perhaps most intriguingly, there is growing evidence that some of these post-transcriptional modifications at the wobble position of certain tRNA species are sensitive to the cellular milieu 130, 131 . These modifications can be dynamically regulated to bias the codon preferences of the tRNA pool in favour of mRNAs required to mount a robust response to cellular stresses such as oxidative stress [132] [133] [134] [135] (FIG. 5b) .
Codon usage and cell proliferation. The deregulation of tRNA pools was found in some cancers 136, 137 , and the advent of ribosome profiling has revealed that translation dynamics are altered in neoplastic cells 138 . Given the wide-ranging influences of tRNA pools on translation dynamics, there may be a causal relationship between altered tRNA pools and the proliferative potential of cancer cells. A remarkable coherence between the prolifer ative status of a cell and the composition of its tRNA pool was shown to exist by using microarrays to measure tRNA levels and by using data from histonetargeted chromatin immuno precipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq) or microarray analy sis (ChIPchip) from the ENCODE projects, as well as genomic Pol III occupancy maps, to identify open chromatin and Pol III activity around tRNA genes in order to infer their transcription status 139 . The tRNA species that were upregulated in proliferating cells, including in cancer cells, were matched to the codon content of cellautonomous genes involved in processes such as the cell cycle and cell growth, whereas tRNA species enriched in terminally differentiated cells were matched to the codon content of genes involved in coordinating the arrangement of cell ensembles, such as cell-adhesion genes (FIG. 5c) . This finding suggests that cells have the ability to alter their tRNA content by controlling the chromatin structure near tRNA genes 126 , thereby enabling widespread regulation of entire classes of genes. This mechanism appears to be co-opted in cancer to favour cell type-independent functions of growth and proliferation, underscoring the clinical relevance of codon optimality and tRNA regulation 140 . Much of the work demonstrating that tRNA pools are dynamically regulated to support the gene expression needs of the cell was performed before the link between codon content and mRNA stability was fully appreciated. It is therefore unknown to what extent changing tRNA pools affects translation efficiency or transcript stability, although it is likely that both are affected. During the maternal-to-zygotic transition (MZT) in early embryonic development, maternal mRNAs must be cleared rapidly after the onset of zygotic transcription, and this is mediated by the relative codon content of the expressed maternal and zygotic genes 9, 114 . Consistent with findings in yeast, mRNA decay in zebrafish embryos and in Xenopus laevis embryos is strongly positively correlated with relative enrichment in non-optimal codons, where optimal codons are those with enriched cognate tRNA species, underlying the importance of codon bias in development 9, 114 . These findings extend the emerging body of evidence linking lower rates of ribosome translocation to the mRNA decay machinery 141 . 
Conclusions and future perspectives
In this Review, we have discussed the diverse functional consequences of degeneracy in the genetic code. The existence of multiple codons for the same amino acid allows the cell to fine-tune the progress of the ribosome as it translates a message by manipulating the relative concentrations of isoacceptor tRNAs. The tRNA species that are scarce in the cell will take longer to arrive at the A-site of the ribosome and necessarily cause delay in ribosome translocation over the cognate codon, thereby influencing the fidelity of translation and protein folding, the amount of protein produced and the stability of the mRNA. Exactly how the cognate:near-cognate tRNA ratio influences elongation dynamics and the fidelity of the translation apparatus requires more research, especially to understand the more nuanced features of the tRNA pool that influence some of the codon-dependent phenotypes we have discussed. The extent to which codon content will influence any of these processes is crucially dependent on the location of high-or low-codon-optimality stretches within the transcript 16, 36 and the sequence context of these codons 66 , along with other factors that have not yet been identified. The heterogeneity and context-dependence of codon effects has undoubtedly contributed to much of the ambiguity in the literature on codon optimality, and there is no reason to think that codons need be the primary determinant of mRNA stability and translation efficiency in all mRNAs, given the plethora of other factors at play in the control of ribosomal dynamics. However, it seems clear from the latest bioinformatics and experimental results that codons can and do markedly affect gene expression in different ways.
As we have emphasized throughout this Review, an emerging consensus on mRNA decay implicates translation dynamics as a key mediator of different mRNA decay processes, including decay related to non-optimal codon content 18 and microRNA-mediated decay 104, 142 . The discovery of a specific protein, Dhh1, that constantly monitors ribosome elongation rates in yeast allows us to reframe codon optimality as something more than an epiphenomenal optimization mechanism of the translation of highly expressed genes: it is a mechanism to control mRNA decay rates and, by extension, mRNA levels in the cell.
We have discussed above how dynamic tRNA pools cause codon-mediated changes in translation to drive large-scale changes in gene expression. More work is required to understand how transacting mediators of codon-driven mRNA decay function in the context of the ribosome to read out changes in elongation dynamics and how these mediators might be regulated to fine-tune codon effects on decay in response to developmental stages, proliferative states or cellular stress. It is also unknown to what extent transacting factors such as Dhh1 influence other codon-mediated effects, including translation efficiency. Nevertheless, the recent string of findings linking codon content to a diverse array of cellu lar processes, from development and differentiation through proliferation and neoplastic transformation to the response to amino acid starvation and oxidative stress, suggests that synonymous codon usage truly represents an influential secondary genetic code.
